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Program

A Walk in the Forest (2021)  
Phoebe Leong

Phoebe Leong, Nicholas Turner, pianos

Remember (2020)  
Jason Philips

Digital soundtrack and video

Plains (2020)  
Owen Lamb

Sarah Lucas-Page, clarinet

Kathy Luo and Nicholas Turner

Kathy Luo, dancer
Nicholas Turner, piano

On the Garden Wind Quartet (2020)  
John Martinez

Rachel Reyes, flute
Curtis Sellers, oboe
John Harden, clarinet
Alfredo Bonilla, bassoon

Tesuran: the video game  
Deanna Rusnock

Stars like Stalactites (2021)
A Cavern Beneath the Sea (2020)
Compassion (2020)

Digital audio

Mutations (2021)  
Jacob Chesney

Zach Monroe, horn

Colloquial Reeds (2021)  
Kylar Gardner

Riley Braase, Alexandra Chea, Brennan Coffey, clarinets